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Summary 

Incidents this Week 13 Weekly Average 13 Weekly Trend Up 
 

 SAF events increased this week from five to nine. Despite this, 

no cases of tribal SAF were recorded. Furthermore, the 

overwhelming majority of reported SAF incidents were 

untargeted – resulting from celebratory SAF, misfires and stray 

bullets.  

 Explosive events also increased slightly from two to three, 

which comprised of two grenades and one grenade find.    

 The remaining hostile incident was the discovery of the body 

of an al-Ali tribesman in Shatt al-Arab, near Abu Skhier.  

 Protest activity returned to average levels following a lull last 

week, increasing from one to seven. These mostly focused on 

established grievances such as the demand for employment 

and improved municipal services.  

 Recorded crime fell negligibly this week from 157 to 153, 

keeping the figure well above average. Current elevated levels 

of crime are considered to be primarily the result of a more 

proactive security footprint, tied to recent political scrutiny, 

and ongoing security operations. However, the movement of 

armed elements into the province is also likely to be a factor. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Basra Weekly Incident Levels 11 March 2017 – 9 March 2018 
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Incidents Overview 

Hostile incidents increased marginally this week from 10 to 13, in-line with the weekly average. Reported SAF 

events also rose from five to nine. However, the overwhelming majority of SAF activity – seven incidents – were 

untargeted, and related to celebratory SAF, misfire incidents, or stray bullets. The other two resulted from the 

escalation of a personal dispute and low-level criminality. Notably, no cases of tribal fighting were reported. This 

continues to indicate that the ongoing security operation in the province, both in the city and the tribal heartlands 

of northern Basra has continued to subdue outbreaks of related hostility. The remainder of violent incidents were 

comprised of one body find, two grenade detonations, and one grenade find.  

 

 

Figure 2: Explosive Devices in Basra, March 2016 – March 2018 
 

 

 

 

SAF  
 

SAF incidents increased this week from five to nine. Despite the rise, no cases of tribal fighting were recorded. This 

continues to indicate that ongoing ISF operations in the province have subdued outbreaks of tribal hostility. The 

operation – which first began on 21 February – expanded into northern Basra last week, and movements have 

remained consistent in this zone since. This week, raids were recorded in Qarmat Ali, Shafi, Dayr, Hay al-

Muhandiseen, Suwaib, and Thaghar. Although the reduction in tribal hostility is expected to continue whilst the 

campaign is ongoing, sporadic outbreaks of tribal violence remain probable. However, tribal fighting is expected to 

return to normal levels following the completion of the security campaign. Indeed, the overall impact will most 

likely be limited following reports that tribesmen have hidden their weapons and wanted persons have temporarily 

fled into neighbouring provinces. Evidencing this, a series of Basrawi individuals subject to outstanding arrest 

warrants were arrested in southern Maysan, after fleeing across the provincial border.   
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The overwhelming majority of reported SAF incidents – seven in total – related to celebratory SAF, negligent 

misfire, and stray bullets. For example, on 3 March, a woman was admitted to al-Sadr Hospital, Barad’iya, with a 

gunshot wound to the stomach. The victim claimed she had been shot by a stray bullet whilst attending to her 

garden in Timimiya. On the same day, a member of the Emergency Police 2nd Battalion was admitted to Zubayr 

Hospital with a gunshot wound to the right shoulder. The victim – originally from Karbala – claimed a colleague in 

the Emergency Police misfired his weapon and shot him by mistake in Zubayr. Meanwhile on 4 March, a man was 

submitted to hospital in Basra after being shot in the chest. The wounded party reported he had accidently shot 

himself whilst he was cleaning his rifle at home in Zaraji.  

 

The remainder of recorded SAF incidents resulted from a personal dispute and criminality. On 3 March, SAF broke 

out between two men following the escalation of a personal dispute in Asmai. ISF responded, arrested the two 

assailants and seized one AK-variant. No casualties were reported. Three days later, a joint operation occurred 

involving the ‘Basra Counter Terrorism and Intelligence Department’ alongside the Hawks Cell, to expedite an 

arrest warrant for murder in Hitteen, Khamsa Meel. When ISF attempted to detain the wanted individual, his 

brother opened fire. An exchange of SAF ensued, which concluded when the gunman was disarmed and the wanted 

person arrested.  

 

Body Find 
 

On 4 March, the body of an al-Ali tribesman was discovered in Shatt al-Arab near the University of Basra, Abu 

Skhier. The victim had been shot several times in the head and chest, then thrown into the river with a heavy object 

tied around his legs. The body was subsequently handed over to Hadi Police Station for investigation. 

 

Grenade  
 

Two grenades and one grenade find were recorded this week. On 5 March, four men inside a vehicle threw a hand 

grenade onto the main road, directly outside Abu al-Khasib Police Station. One policeman in the vicinity of the 

explosion sustained injuries to the face and right leg. Material damage was also caused to a police vehicle. IP 

responded immediately to the incident, and gave chase to the assailant’s car resulting in their later arrest. The 

detainees included a father, his two sons, and another individual. Two days later, a man threw a HG at the residence 

of his father in Maqil following a family dispute. The victim later reported the incident to Maqil Police Station and 

claimed his son had since run away. The device resulted in no casualties, only material damage. As such, it is 

assessed the device was likely intended to be intimidatory in nature.  

 

The next day, a grenade was discovered inside a coffee shop in Sharish. The device had been emplaced underneath 

a seat in the café, who’s owner resides in Imam al-Sadiq. A Civil Defence team responded and removed the device 

without incident. Given the grenade was not primed to detonate, it is assessed likely this was an attempt to 

intimidate.  
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Protest Activity 

 

Protest activity returned to normal levels with seven events recorded, following a temporary lull during the 

previous reporting period. The majority of demonstrations remained focused on established grievances such as 

the lack of employment opportunities, the demand for disbursement of unpaid wages and poor provision of 

municipal services. For example, on 1 March, casual workers demonstrated outside the Zubayr Municipality 

Building to demand payment of outstanding wages. Official sources estimate turnout to have been 50-60. Three 

days later, a protest involving approximately 150 – 200 people was held outside the Madaina District Council to 

demand work resume on the district’s sewage network. Reporting suggests the project has stalled since 2012, 

despite various promises to ensure its completion. Notably, this protest was recorded one day after the passing of 

the 2018 Budget. Throughout the protracted budget debate, assurances were given by both federal and provincial 

authorities of a future increase in municipal spending once the bill was passed. However, these are unlikely to be 

met in the short to medium term. As a result, an uptick of related protest activity is expected. Meanwhile, on 7 

March, tomato farmers demonstrated near Safwan Border Crossing. Attendees complained that a ban imposed by 

the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) on the import of foreign tomatoes was being flouted by cross-border smuggling. 

The ban had originally been imposed by the MoA following a series of similar protests, whereby Iraqi farmers 

complained that they could not compete with cheaper produce imported from neighbouring countries. In response 

to these latest developments, the Director of the Border Ports Authority Kazim al-Aqabi, claimed the tomatoes 

were being imported from Turkey into the KRG. However, the veracity of these accusations is contentious, and 

most likely represents an attempt to displace responsibility from his own office onto Kurdistan. It is also probable 

that these comments represent an attempt to further justify federal control of border crossings in the KRG. The 

regular Friday protests took place on 9 March, outside the BPC Building in Ashar. Themes this week included the 

demand for increased transparency during the upcoming election, calls for non-incumbent politicians to be elected 

and that PMUs receive the same budget allocations as other sectors of the ISF.  This followed a series of complaints 

from high-ranking officials within the PMU Movement alleging that PMUs were not treated equally to members of 

the MoD and MoI. According to various PMU spokesmen, this would result in reduced benefits for PMU members 

and their families.  

 

Also of note, on 3 March, a gathering was held in Sa’ad Square to commemorate the Sha’aban Intifada. The 

Sha’aban Intifada was a popular uprising that took place against the Baathist regime following the end of the Gulf 

War in 1991. The intifada took place in northern Kurdish provinces and the Shia-dominated south. For a period, 

revolutionaries controlled major cities in Southern Iraq, however the Baathists regrouped and responded with 

harsh brutality. Estimates put civilian casualties of the regime crackdown into the tens of thousands. 

Commemorating the traumatic event has become more popular in recent years.  

 

Lastly, a demonstration was held outside the Iranian Consulate in Barad’iya. Attendees opposed the detention of 

the Grand Ayatollah Sayyed Sadiq al-Shirazi’s son, who had been detained by Iranian Security Forces in Qom, Iran. 

Another protest on this issue had been recorded one day earlier outside the Iranian Consulate in Karbala. Both 

Grand Ayatollah al-Shirazi and his son are well-respected clerics in Shia Islam. Reports indicate his son was detained 

after he referred to Iran’s Supreme Leader al-Khamenei as a ‘pharaoh’ in a lecture.  
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Outlook 

The outlook for Basra Province remains stable. Kidnaps, SAF, murders, and intimidatory IEDs will form the majority 

of activity. These will be driven primarily by personal and financial disputes, as well as general criminality.  

The security operation will continue in Basra City, Zubayr, and areas of northern Basra such as Qurna, Hartha, Dayr, 

Nashwa and Madaina. The operation includes battalions from the 9th Armoured Division, the MOD Intelligence 

Directorate, the Counter Terrorism Service, and Military Police. Early indicators suggest the operation is relatively 

targeted, with reports that ISF are arresting individuals from a Baghdad-issued list based on outstanding arrest 

warrants. Initially stated goals such as a wide programme of tribal disarmament now look less likely to eventuate. 

Early indications suggest that tribal fighting will remain subdued during the period of the operation, however 

sporadic outbreaks of hostility should still be expected.    

Any further increase in intimidatory explosive attacks – after a high frequency throughout December and January –

would incur considerable pressure on security figures in Basra, and widened censure from politicians. Several 

incidents targeting cafés and suspected drug traffickers indicate the likely renewal of a campaign of violence 

outwardly targeting businesses and individuals suspected of involvement in the facilitation of haram activities. These 

incidents are expected to continue sporadically.  

With temperatures still relatively low, electricity consumption is not yet straining infrastructure to the point where 

wide-scale protest activity should be expected. However, public anger over the government’s privatisation program 

has translated into a widespread activist movement. It is certain that further incidents relating to this issue will take 

place, particularly as tribal leaders have endorsed protest activity. This assessment is strengthened by continued 

threats made should the government not overturn its electricity reform plans. This is expected to lead to an increase 

in the frequency of related demonstrations, as will the backing of key political figures attempting to boost their 

populist credentials ahead of general elections currently slated for May. Overall, protest activity on other issues such 

as jobs, services and reforms is likely to steadily build in the near to medium term. Reports that water levels in the 

Euphrates and Tigris are well-below expected levels will almost certainly provoke further protest activity over water 

scarcity. This is expected to become more acute as temperatures start to rise for the summer.   

Provincial political tensions and rivalries will increase in coming months as local politicians seek to gain ascendancy 

ahead of polling, and attempt to displace blame for a perceived lack of progress. The intensification of political 

conflict is expected to result in an increase in low-level hostile activity against party interests in southern Iraq.  
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Crime 

 

Incidents this Week 153 Weekly Average 92 Weekly Trend Up 
 

Due to the violent nature of some criminal incidents (such as SAF, grenade attacks, murder and kidnap), it is 

necessary to include them in both Incident and Crime figures.  

Overall crime fell marginally this week, from 157 to 153 incidents, though this figure remains well above the 

weekly average. The current increase in crime is considered to be primarily the result of a series of security 

operations in the province, which continue to focus on criminality. Recent weeks have also witnessed heightened 

political scrutiny of criminal activity, which has almost certainly led to more stringent law enforcement. As such, 

the recent increases are due to a proactive security posture, rather than a drastic change in the risk environment. 

Despite this assessment, the return to the province of certain armed actors – with the attendant influx in 

weaponry – is also likely having an impact. 

Most notably, on 8 March, a South African national was arrested at Basra International Airport for carrying 

products deemed by Customs Police to be a security risk. The detainee was handed over to the local police station. 

Local sources report that the detainee is involved in UXO clearance, and the material seized is likely related to 

this activity.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: BaOC officially reported crime in Basra Province 11 March 2017 – 9 March 2018 
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House of Representatives votes in favour of 2018 Budget 

On 3 March, the House of Representative (HoR) voted in favour of the Federal Budget Act 2018. The budget 

forecasts government revenue for 2018 at USD 88 billion, and runs a deficit of USD 10.58 billion. (al-Bawabah, 3 

March) 

COMMENT: The protracted negotiations to pass Iraq’s 2018 Budget came to an on 3 March, when the House of 

Representatives voted in favour of the redrafted bill. The document – which should have been passed before 

January – had been opposed by representatives from across Iraq’s three major sects. Most notably, Kurdish 

parties refused to support a planned reduction in the KRG’s budget allocation from 17% to 12.6%, and 

representatives from oil-rich southern provinces opposed the non-inclusion of petrodollar allocations. The biggest 

talking point following the vote has been the decision to remove the KRG’s set allocation percentage altogether, 

and a resulting boycott of the final voting session by Kurdish MPs. Instead, the KRG looks to receive an amount 

equal to their share of Iraq’s population, which will only be released once a series of conditions are met – including 

the KRG committing to oil production of 250,000 bpd sold through SOMO, and the completion of a series of 

Federal Government checks on KRG employment and spending over previous years. Debates over the size of 

Kurdistan’s population is likely to maintain tensions between Erbil and Baghdad, as both have very different 

interpretations over what the KRG’s population and workforce amounts to. Southern provinces appear to have 

fared better, with the budget promising 5% of oil and gas revenues – based on an oil price of $46 per barrel. Some 

of this money is earmarked for certain sectors, including electricity provision, cleaning, the environment, and 

health provision, which are considered key issues for the electorate in southern provinces such as Basra. 

Petrodollar allocations promised in previous budgets – but eventually withheld – will also reportedly be 

distributed, in a series of six-month instalments. Although this may sound promising, it is important to note that 

petrodollar allocations promised in both the 2016 and 2017 budgets were never released. Indeed, the Head of 

the BPC Finance Committee, Ahmed al-Sulaiti previously warned that the amount actually released will invariably 

be lower than promised by the Federal Government. As such, there is much reason to remain sceptical here, 

especially considering these promises were undoubtedly made to secure southern support for the passage of the 

budget, thereby side-lining the Kurds. The legislation has unsurprisingly caused uproar in the KRG, with some 

describing the development as a ‘coup’ against the agreements made between Baghdad and Kurdistan in 2003. 

Several politicians, including from the Kurdistan Islamic Union (KIU), have called for a unified withdrawal from the 

Iraqi political process. 
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Head of PMU Commission promises disarmament and separation from political 

parties 

On 7 March, PMU Commission chief Faleh al-Fayadh announced that the offices of Basra’s political parties should 

be unarmed, and not linked to the Hashd. Instead, he suggested that the PMU Commission would work with local 

security to achieve disarmament. (Basra ELC, 7 March) 

COMMENT: Al-Fayadh arrived in Basra yesterday to pay respect to the families of PMU martyrs killed on 18 

February, during a high-profile IS ambush in Hawija District. 15 of the 27 killed were reported to be Bani Mansour 

tribesman from the Madaina area, which provoked a three-day mourning period in Basra. Al-Fayad is one of 

several high-ranking figures to have visited the families, with previous attendees including Abu Mahdi al-

Muhandis and Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi. Al-Fayad then attended a meeting at the BaOC, after which 

the above statement was given to Iraqi media. The comments are the latest in a series of attempts by the Hashd 

to pay lip-service to key constitutional requirements, namely that political parties in Iraq do not possess militias, 

and that security forces are disallowed from standing for office. Indeed, to meet this requirement, a number of 

high-ranking PMU members have officially stepped down from running in the 2018 Election. This includes former 

PMU Commission spokesman Ahmed al-Asadi, who is now the official spokesman for the Fatah Alliance – an 

electoral bloc made up of PMU-aligned political movements. Despite these developments, the armed and political 

wings of PMUs will remain closely-linked. Certainly, it is unlikely that there will be any follow through on al-Fayad’s 

promises regarding PMU disarmament or their separation from political wings. For example, the most powerful 

components of the Hashd – Kata’ib Hezbollah, Asai’ab Ahl al-Haq, Saraya al-Salam and the Badr Organization – 

have historically used both kinetic and political means to consolidate power in Iraq. Notably, AAH was initially 

considered the armed element of Maliki’s wing of the National Alliance. There is also significant competition 

between the Hashd – broadly amongst Sadrist-aligned, Sistani-aligned, and Iranian-aligned factions – making it 

highly improbable that any group would disarm unilaterally, as this would increase the relative strength of 

opposition groups. Instead, al-Fayad’s comments should be considered politically-motivated, and designed to 

garner popular support in Basra in the run up to the 2018 Election. Indeed, frustration over the proliferation of 

armed groups in the province is known to be a concern for the electorate, particularly following a perceived 

heightening of tribal fighting and criminal activity. As such, the Fatah alliance likely views their ties to armed 

elements as a potential negative mark against their name, and this is an attempt to distance themselves from this 

narrative. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 

 

 

 
 

DATE EVENT COMMENT 

21 March 18 Nawrouz National Holiday 

1 May 18 Labour Day National Holiday 

2 May 18 al-Sha’baniyah Religious Event, Karbala 

15 – 17 June 18 Eid al-Fitr National Holiday 

21 – 24 August 18 Eid al-Adha National Holiday 

11 September 18 New Hijiri Year National Holiday, Shia 

21 September 18  Ashura National Holiday, Shia 

30 October 18  al-Arba-iniyah Religious Event, Karbala 

11 November 18 Birth of the Prophet 
Mohammad 

National Holiday 

AAH Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (League of the Righteous) LN Local National 

BFA Basra First Alliance MO Modus Operandi 

BPC Basra Provincial Council NSTR Nothing significant to report 

EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal PMU Popular Mobilisation Units 

GOI Government of Iraq PPL Provincial Powers Law (Law no. 21) 

HG Hand Grenade PSC Private Security Company 

IA Iraqi Army PSD Private Security Detail 

IDF Indirect Fire RPG Rocket Propelled Grenade 

IED Improvised Explosive Device SAF Small Arms Fire 

ISF Iraqi Security Forces SoL State of Law coalition 

IS Islamic State SVIED Suicide Vest IED 

IP Iraqi Police UVIED Under-Vehicle IED 

IZ International Zone UXO Unexploded Ordnance 

IGFC Iraqi Ground Forces Command VBIED Vehicle Borne IED 
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REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT WILL BE 
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WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER 
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IT AT YOUR OWN RISK AND AGREE TO THE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS PROVIDED HERE. 

 

 
Constellis’ intelligence analysts and security consultants produce bespoke political and 
security reports, threat assessments and security risk assessments to inform decisions 
and to protect people and assets across Iraq and the Middle East. 


